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POINTWISE CONVERGENCE
OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORM
ON LOCALLY COMPACT ABELIAN GROUPS
Abstract
MARIA L . TORRES DE SQUIRE*
We extend to locally compact abelian groups, Fejer's theorem on
pointwise convergente of the Fourier transform. We prove that
lim <pu * f(y) = f (y) almost everywhere for any function f in the
space (LP,l')(G) (hence in LP(G)), 2 <_ p < oo, where {cpp}
is Simon's generalization to locally compact abelian groups of the
summability Fejer Kernel . Using this result, we extend to locally
compact abelian groups a theorem of F. Holland on the Fourier
transform of unbounded measures of type q.
1 . Notation and Preliminary Results
Throughout, G is a locally compact abelian group, with dual group
F, and Haar measure m. By the structure theorem, G is represented
by Ra x GI, where a is a nonnegative integer and Gl is a group which
contains an open compact subgroup H. The set of basic neighbour-
hoods of xeG is denoted by JV,,(G) . We write C,(G),Co(G) for the
spaces of functions on G that are continuous, with compact support
and vanish at infinity, respectively . We consider the amalgam spaces
(Lp,lq)(G),(Co,l9)(G)(1 <_ p, q <_ oo) as defined in [S] . The Fourier
transform (inverse Fourier transform) of a measure M, is denoted by
(f,) . We let A,(G) be the set of all functions f in C,(G) such that
f e L' (F) . The characteristic function of a subset E of G is denoted by
XE . The conjugate p' of a number p is such that 1/p + 1/p' = 1 . For
each U e No (G), A.B . Simon [Si] defined a function WU as the product
of two functions aU and Qv defined on R' and on G1, respectively.
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The function /3U is continuous, nonnegative, with Ll (G)-norm equal
to 1, and
(1) sup ¡,Qu(x)j = BU <_ 2m(U)/1 - 2m(U) finite .
G
Hence BU --+ 0 as U -4 0 .
The function aU is defined as follows .
Let (-b1, 51) x . . . x (-ba , SQ ) x UH be a product neighbourhood con-
tained in U, where 6i > 0 (i = 1, . . . , a), and UH is an element of
No(G) included in H. For i = 1, . . . , a we set Ui = (-bi, b i ), Ni = 1/bi,
and define the function aun on R by
1.1) Wu is continuous, nonnegative and bounded
1.2) Wu is integrable and 11Wu 111 = 1
1.3) cbu e C, (F) and 11Ov11oo < 1
1.4) Wu(x) = fr 0(y)y(x)dy by 1 .3)
1.5) For e > 0 and U e No(G) given, we can find a V such that if
V' < V and x ~ U, then cpv(x) < e and fG_V cpv,(x)dx < e .
1.6)
1.7)
aU¡ (t) - 1 -
cos(Nit)
7rNit
For t = (ti , . . . , ta ) in Ra , the function aU is given by au(t) =
Hálaui (ti) . Clearly aU is continuous, nonnegative, and its L1(Ra)-norm
is equal to 1 . Each Wu has the following properties . For a proof see [Si] .
lime 0u(^Y) = 1 .
the family {WU1U e No(G)} is an approximate identity in L1 (G) .
We add to this list the fact that each Wu belongs to the Wiener algebra
(C0, 110)
Proposition 1.1 . For each U in No(U), the function aU belongs to
(Co,11)(R") .
Proof. . Since aun (i = 1, . . . , a) is an even function we have for n in
Z - {0, -1} that
sup aun (t + n) = sup nu, (t - (1 + n)) <_
2 1- .
tE[o,1] tE[o,1] Ni7r n2
If n e {0, -1}, then there exists a constant Ci such that
sup aun (t + n) < Ni- NiCi
tE [o,1l
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because the limit
lim
t_ _n
1 - cos Ni(n + t)
(Ni (n + t))2
exists .
Therefore for all i = 1, . . . , a and all integer n we have that
where
sup lceua (t +n)( < can
tE [0,1]
c = max (2/(Niz), NiCi/7r)
1<i<a
and an is equal to l/n2 if n E Z - {0, -1}, and to 1 if n E {0, -1} .
Finally, for i = 1, . . . , a we have that
Z
From the definition of the norm 11111, it is easy to see that
IIaullool
=Ilá
1liauilloo1 "
Corollary 1 .2 . For each U in N0(G), the function WU belongs to
(COI1 1 )(G) .
Proof. By (1) we have for all (t, s) in G that
hence
lau; 11.1 = 1: SUP laui (t) l
Z tE[n,n+1]
_ E sup lau; (t + n)
Z tE[0,1]
< C L: an < 00 .
Wu(t, s) = au(t)Ou(s) < Buau(t),
llWu1jool <_ Bu i sup Iav(t)1 = Bullaul i .1 .
neZa t+nE[0,1]a
For the rest of this paper Wu,'au, and Ru are as indicated in this
section .
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2. Main Theorem
In this second section we want to prove that
(2) limo Wu * f (y) . = f(y) almost everywhere
for all f in (LP, lw)(G)(2 < p < oo) .
First, we prove two lemmas .
Lemma 2.1 . Let V and K be two elements of NO(G) of the fo
V = (-s1, 61) x . . . x (-sa Sa) x VH
and K = [--yl, `y1] x . . . x [-ya, fa] x KH, where Si > 0, -y2 > 0 (i =
1, . . . , a), VH and KH are elements of No(G) contained in H, and KH
is compact .
For 1 <_ p < oo, we define rli = min(S?P , ~yi) (i = 1, . . . , a), and we let
WH be the interior ofKH . Then the set W = [-171, rll, ] x . . . x [-77a, rla ] x
WH belongs to Vo(G) and for a fixed y = (yo, so) = (y,,. , ya, so) in
G, the element Wy = y + W of Ny (G) has the following properties :
2.1) Wy C y + KH
2.2) If II . = [-rl1 + y1, 971 + y1] x . . . x [-?1a + yaga + ya]i then
1 1/P
a
[fIa
nu(yo - x)Pdx]
	 Q(IIi-1bi)
2.3) Ra - IIa C U In , where {I,} is a countable family of compact
subsets of Ra, and
1/PI aa(yo - x)PdxJ = O(1ii 1si)*In
2.4) There exists a constant C such that SUPN C(In ) <_ C, where C(In)
is the cardinality of the set
{j e Za 1 (j + [0,1]a) n in 7~ `N}.
Proof. Several constants will appear during the proof and since their
specific value is irrelevant for our needs we just write C1, C2 . . . . CQ. Part
2 .1) is clear. Set Ji = [-7%i + yi, 77i +y¡](¡= 1, . . . , a) . Part 2 .2) follows
from the continuity of au, because
(3)
11/P ~ti
	
11/P
f aun (yi - x)Pdx
J
	= f aun(x)Pdx
J
< C1Nir7llp < C28i .
respectively . Then
and
where
Since añ/p converges we conclude that
Similarly
Clearly supN C (L(n, i)) and supNC (R(n, i)) are less than or equal to 2,
hence for i = 1, . . . , a, the set R - Ji is equal to UIn , where each In is
compact, supC (In) < 2 and
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Now, for each i = 1, . . . , a, let L(n, i) and R(n, i) (nEN) be the intervals
[-n - 1 - ?7i+yi, -n - rli+yi] and [n+i7i+yi,n+1+77i+yi]
R- Ji = (- oo, - r7i + yi) U (?7i + yi, w) C U L(i, n) U U R(i, n),
N N
cxu; (yi - x)Pdx < C36pan
fL(n,i)
1 1
an
_
(ni +n)2P-1 (ni + n + 1)2p-1 .
1/P
aun (yi - x)Pdx
J
	G C46i .
N (ni)
,r l1/P
// auti (yi - x)Pdx
J
	= Cssi .
N J ,(n,i)
1/P
aun (yi - x)Pdx
J
	= 0(6i) .
N In
Since R = (R - Ja) U Ja , and Ja is compact, by (3) and (4) we see
that R = UKn , with each Kn compact, supC(Kn) < C6 , and
1/P
aua (ya - x)Pdx
l
	= O(6a) .
N Kn
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We prove properties 2.3) and 2.4) by induction on a. The case a = 1
follows from (3) . Suppose that 2.3) and 2.4) hold for a - 1. That is,
Ra-1 -IIa-1 C_ UIn , each In a compact subset of Ra-1, supC(In) < C7,
and
By (4) with i = a, we have that R - Ja <_ UIj, each Ij a compact
subset of R, supC(Ij) < 2 and
Then
1/P
f
Ha-1 av~ (y¡ - xi)Pdx1 = O(II°=iSz)
N I
11/P
av(yo - x)Pdx
J
=
In xK,
1/P
[f,,
auo (ya - x)Pdx1 = O(6a)-
R' - Ha = (Ra-1 x R) - (II(a - 1) x Ja)
= (Ra-1 - II(a - 1)) x (R U II(a - 1)) x (R - Ja)
< U (In x Km) U(II(a - 1) x Ij) .
n,m N
The sets In x Km, and II(a - 1) x Ij are compact subsets of R, for
all n, m, j. Hence supC(I, x K,) <_ Cs and supC(II(a - 1) x Ij) < C9 .
Therefore 2.4) holds with C = max(C8, C9) . Finally, by (5) and (6) we
have that
11/P 11/P
- 11~
IIa_1 av~ (y2 - x2)Pdx
l
	[L aUa (ya - x)Pdx
]
=
I Ky
= O(IIa 6i)
We conclude from (3) and (7) that
1/P
av(yo - x)Pdx
J
	=
N [fra-IxIj
1/P 1/P
= IIa=i f aun (y2 - x)Pdx~ f avd (ya - x)Pdx =h N h
= 0(IIQ 1S2) .
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Lemma 2 .2 . For each Vy in Ny (G) (yEG)
limu_o
for all f in (LP, l')(G)(1 < p < oo) .
G_U
cpu(y - x)f(x)dx = 0
Proof. Let y = (y,, . . . , ya,, so) = (yo, so) be an element of Ra x Gl .
We choose two elements V and K of No (G) with the same form as in
Lemma 2 .2, such that y + K C Vy and V C U.
Following the notation of Lemma 2.2, we set 97z = min(S?P, -y2) (i =
1, . . . , a), and WH the interior of KH. Then the set W = [-771 , 77 1 ] x
. . . x [- rla, rla] x WH satisfies the properties listed in Lemma 2.2 . Hence
by property 2 .1) it is enough to prove that
lim Wu(y - x)f(x)dx = 0 .U-0 fc-wv
Since
G - Wy = (Ra - Il a ) x Gl U Ha x (Gl - (so + WH)),
we have by the definition of the function cpu, that
wu(y - x) = au(yo - t) PU (s0 - s) = 0
if so - s f, and x = (t, s) in G . Hence
Wu(y - x)f(x)dx = J
Wu(y - x)f(x)dx
G-Wy	(Ra IIa)x(so+H)
+
fax(so+(H-W,»
WU(y - x)f(x)dx .
II
Let {I,} be the countable family of sets given by property 2.3) . For
each In, we have by the Hólder inequality and (1)
fI,x(so+H)
1 Wu(y - x) f(x) ( dx <- I l .fXI. x (so+x) IpBU <-
< au(yo - x)P dx
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By property 2.4) SUPN ¡S(I" x (so + H))1 < C, where C is a constant,
and 1S(I, x (so + H))I is the number of Ka 's (as defined in [S]) such
that I,n x (so + H) f1 Ka :,A 0 . This implies that for all n s N
IIfXInx(s,,+H)IIP <- IS(In x (so+H))I IIflip. :5 CIiflipoo .
Thus, we conclude from 2.2) that
f
~ou (y - x) 1 f(x) 1 dx <(g,a-II a)xGi
11/P ,
<_ CI if I ¡.Bu ~~ au(yo - x)P'dx
J
	
In
Applying Hdlder's inequality we get
Lx(80+W-WH»
Wu (y - x) I f(x) I dx <
1Pl
< Bu 1lf 1 ¡P.I S(Ha x (so + (H - WH)) I
[fila
au(yo - x)P dx]II
Note that lla x (s o+(H- WH)) is compact (H is compact and H-WH
is closed), and because Bu -> 0 as U -> 0
Now, since lla -> y as U - 0 and so + (H - WH) <_ so + H is
independent of U, we have that 1S(IIa x (so + (H - WH) -> 0 as U -~ 0 .
Therefore by property 2.2)
(10)
J
cpu(y-x)If(x)Idx,0 as U,O.
IIa x(so+(H-WH))
The result follows from (8), (9), and (10) .
Theorem 2 .3 . For all f in (LP, l')(G), 2 < p < oo,
almost everywhere .
ló fc Wu(y - x)f(x)dx = f(y)
_ O(IIa 1biBU) "
Proof. Let Vy be in Ny compact . We have to show, by Lemma 2.2,
that
ló f~y ~ou (y - x)f(x)dx
Further
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converges to f(x) almost everywhere . Since the function f belongs to
(Lp, l°°) C_ (L 2 , l°° ), the function g = fXVy belongs to L2 (G), and by
Corollary 1.2, 1 .1), and 1 .4) each WU also belongs to L 2 (G) . Hence by
the Parseval identity, we have that
Wu(y - x)f(x)dx = f Wu(y - x)g(x)dx
IV" G
almost anywhere .
= f ~bu(x)9(-x)[y,x]dxr
By the Lebesque Dominated Convergente theorem (see properties 1 .3
and 1 .6) we have that
(x)9( -x) [y, ¡]di
=
f
9(-x)[y, x]dx = g(y)
r
3. Fourier Uansform of Unbounded Measures
The space M9 (G) (1 <_ p < oo) of unbounded measures of type
q [S], consists of Radon measures M with finite norm (lp, il q given by
[j:j ¡p¡(Kcti) q ] 1lq . If G = R, then the family {Ka } can be taken as
{[n, n + 1] InEZ} .
In this section we generalize to locally compact abelian groups, the
following theorem due to F. Holland [H] .
Theorem 3.1 . Let 1 < q < 2 anda e Mq (R) . Then as N - co
1 N
e
-¡xt d[t(t)727 f- N
converges in the norm of (Lq ~, l°°) to a function fi and
f
h(x)i(x)dx = J h(x)dp(x) (he(Lq, l l)(R)) .
27rf(x) = (C.1)
1
e-ixtdp(t)
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almost everywhere .
(C.1) means that the integral on the right is summable by the Cesáro
method of order 1 to the value 27rf(x).
It is easy to see, that for any measure ti in Mq (1 < q < 2), there is a
net p,, of bounded measures such that lim 1lca - M,11 q = 0, and therefore
by [S . Theorem 4.2] liMI IA« - Pllq,, = 0. This generalizes the first
part of the theorem.
Theorem 3.2 . Let ti be an element ofMq	(1 < q< 2)
i) fr f(y)A(-Y)d?' = fG f(x)dp(x) for all f in (Lq, ll)(F) .
ii) (C.1) fG y(x)dp(x) := limu,a fG c0U(x) "y(x)du(x) = P(y) almost
everywhere .
(C.1) means that the integral on the right is summable by the
Cesáro method of order 1 to the value fi(-y) .
Proof Let p« be the net of bounded measures related to li, as men-
tioned above.
Since (Lq,11) is a subspace of L1 [S,(3,4)], we have by the Extended
Parseval Formula [S . Lemma 4.1] that for any f in (Lq,11)(F),
(11) f f(y)ha(y)d?' = f f(x)dp«(x)r c
By the Hólder inequality
f I f(y)) I i«(y) - f(y) Idy <-
r
lIq 1/q'
~fKa
¡P. (y) -P(y)dy
j
Similarly
fG I f (x)I dip. - ,uI (x) :5 I (f I Iooq' IItta - [111q-
Therefore the left side of (ii) converges to
fr
f(y)dp(y), and the right
side to fG f(x)dp(x) . This proves i) .
By proposition 1 .1 and [S,(3.1)], each cpu belongs to (Lq,ll)(F), so
from i)
f Wv(y - y)A(y)dy =f y(x);Pu(x)dp(x).r c
Hence, part ii) follows from Theorem 2 .3 .
:~ 1Ifi~gl1If«-iljq'oo .
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